Supplementary Material

Mathematical model
One-dimensional blood flow equations characterize flow rate Q , lumen area A and blood pressure P in the space-time domain through the following system of partial differential equations 0 AQ tx
where  and  are blood density and viscosity, respectively. Poiseuille velocity profile has been assumed in (2) . The behavior of the arterial wall is described by the following constitutive equation 1 
where T P is a reference terminal pressure, C is the peripheral compliance and A R and B R are resistive elements.
Pertinent to the present study is the linear approximation of the pulse wave velocity (PWV) as given by the Moens-Korteweg equation
Numerical solution of the system of equations (1)- (2)- (3) with boundary conditions given by (6) is accomplished using the methodology described by Müller et al. 3 . In all cases, ten cardiac cycles are simulated to ensure that a periodic state is achieved.
Arteriolar beds
Arteriolar networks are generated by means of Constrained Constructive Optimization (CCO) 4, 5 . The CCO technique generates a binary tree which can be set up by means of a given incoming flow rate and a given feeding vessel radius for a predefined perfusion volume. Figure  1 shows the CCO-generated arterial network within a typical spherical region. Color indicates vessel radii (unitary radius is considered at the inlet). The algorithm is stopped when the network reaches a predefined number of arterial segments (8000 in the figure) . In practice, the algorithm is stopped for a given number of terminal vessels reaches a given value.
Figure S1: Arterial network automatically generated using CCO algorithm. A typical peripheral bed of spherical form containing 8000 arterial segments.
Arteriolar networks were constructed for two specific peripheral bed locations, namely the peripheral bed of the lenticulostriate artery and the peripheral bed of the posterior parietal branch of the middle cerebral artery. The data that characterizes these peripheral beds is reported in Table 1 . incoming flow rate ( Q , in / ml s ), perfused volume (V , in ml ) and number of terminal vessels ( n ) in the resulting CCO-generated network. Also, for the terminal vessels in the arteriolar network, the mean diameter ( The system of equations (1)- (5) At all terminal locations of the arteriolar networks a resistive terminal element (see equation (6) with 0 C  ) is considered. The value of these resistances is taken such that the flow rate is the same through each outlet and the pressure falls to the reference pressure T P .
Peripheral beds
Normotensive scenario
The setting of the normotensive scenario follows the calibration criteria proposed by Blanco et al. 1 . Relevant model parameters to the present study are the following : such that the peripheral compliance changes accordingly with the compliance of large vessels estimated through (7), that is the PWV results For the arteriolar networks generated using CCO, the parameters were modified as detailed above.
These alterations are introduced in all vessels of the network, and are in compliance with the observed structural changes in arterial vessels for hypertensive animals (rats). The vessel distensibility (governed by E E and C E in the equations above) was not modified.
